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The Annual Report for the 2016-2017 Season for Ringette BC. (BC Ringette Association is doing business as Ringette BC)
Ringette BC staff would like to thank all the volunteers that have contributed to making ringette a
success in BC. Every season volunteers go out and promote the sport, coach our players, and organize
our leagues and Associations. To the parent in the score keeping box to the referee schedulers and on
ice helpers to the members of the executive boards and everyone in between. Thank you for helping
make Ringette happen and for doing it for over 40 years.
The Sport of Ringette has been played in BC for 40 years and this December 2017 Ringette BC would like
to invite everyone to the celebrations.

Ringette BC Office Staff: Sports Operations Manager - Colin Ensworth, Technical Coordinator - Nicole Robb
Ringette BC Board: Darrell Desjardin, Kim Taschuk, Kelly Stanoffsky, Maria Crawford, Laura Takasaki, Dennis Callaghan
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Administration Reports
REPORT FROM THE CHAIRPERSON OF THE RINGETTE BC BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Dear Ringette BC Members,
On behalf of the Board of Directors I would like to thank our athletes, coaches, officials, association Page | 5
executive and the many volunteers that make Ringette the exciting sport that it is in British Columbia.
The 2016-2017 playing season was once again a very successful year with our player numbers continuing
to recover and more teams from across the Province competing at the numerous Ringette BC sanctioned
events including; Icebreaker, the Michelle Vandale Memorial Spirt of Winter, Joy Hoffman Memorial
Tournament, West Coast Classic, Presidents Cup, Sam Jacks Tournament and the Sweetheart Tournament.
League play culminated in the very successful “A” Provincial Championships hosted by Lower Mainland
Ringette League (LMRL) and Surrey White Rock Ringette Association and the “B” Provincial Championships
again hosted by LMRL and Coquitlam Moody Ringette Association and Port Coquitlam Ringette
Association. I would also like to take this opportunity to recognize the amount of time and energy that
volunteers put into hosting the Provincial Championships and annual tournaments. Without these
opportunities, many of our teams would not have the chance to take their game-play to the next level
and so we all need to appreciate all that goes into making these events a success each year, even during
the “Great Ice Storm” of 2017.
Ringette BC was represented at the Canadian Ringette Championships (CRCs) in Leduc, Alberta by the
U19AA team from Thompson Okanagan Ringette League (TORL) and the U16 AA team from LMRL with
the U16 AA team from TORL also competing. Ringette BC also sent teams to compete at the 2017
Westerns in Winnipeg, Manitoba at Open, U19 A, U16 A and U14 AA as well as providing officials and
supervisors for the event.
Coincidently, the very first CRC’s were held in Winnipeg in 1979 and ringette has been played in Canada
for over 50 years since Sam Jacks first invented the sport in 1963. Next season will mark the 40 th
Anniversary of the founding of British Columbia Ringette Association (BCRA), now known as Ringette BC,
within the Canadian ringette community. I note that some of our founding Associations, such as Port
Coquitlam and Aldergrove (now Fraser Valley) predate the formation of BCRA as a Society and it with this
sense of legacy that I really forward to celebrating ringette and all that it offers in the Province for the
upcoming 2017-2018 playing season.
From a governance perspective of our sport I believe that Ringette BC is well prepared for the transition
to the new Societies Act in 2018. We have made the necessary changes to our Constitution and By-laws
to be compliant with the new requirements for Societies in 2018 and we will vote on those at the Annual
General Meeting. We have also improved policy, at the request of the membership, to hold each other
accountable and that there is fairness and transparency in the application of policy. Further, Ringette BC
continues to move from an operations to governance based board focused on strategic planning and
oversight with more of the sports operations planning being conducted by the Operational Committees
with input from across the leagues.
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I graciously acknowledge the efforts and time commitments of the many volunteer members that serve
on the operational committees and work with the Board and staff to improve the delivery of ringette in
BC. I would also like to recognise our valued and essential Ringette BC staff, Colin Ensworth, Sports
Operations Manager, and Nicole Robb, Technical Coordinator, for their passion and professionalism in
carrying out their duties this season. And in closing I also want to distinguish my fellow Board members
for their volunteer commitment to Ringette BC and to our sport. Whether at the many Board meetings, Page | 6
strategic planning sessions, or serving as liaisons on operational committees throughout the year, I can
say without hesitation that your Board members live and endorse Ringette BC’s values of passionately
promoting cooperation, fairness, graciousness, honour and humility in all games and in all our operations.
I have truly appreciated the opportunity to serve as Chair and the support that I have received from our
Board, staff and members this year. Like the game of ringette, everyone participated this year which goes
to our mission as Ringette BC, along with our members and partners, of supporting a lifelong positive
sport experience through skills, character and leadership development!
Sincerely,
Darrell Desjardin
Chair, Ringette BC
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SPORTS OPERATIONS MANAGER.
Ringette in British Columbia has progressed; we are not just maintaining any more. The progressions may
be greater in one club than another but where Ringette is played, our numbers in the lower age divisions
have increased. Ringette BC is held in high regard by our funders and the Sport Sector in general and we
have successfully tackled the challenge to our integrity with the introduction of a new policy for
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Governance. Our sport would not have achieved these successes without the dedication of a large
number of volunteers. Ringette BC is supported by two employees (FTE’s); the task of the staff is to assist
the volunteers.
My trips to the Leagues to evaluate a remarkable group of young Officials, to assist with the Sanctioned
Tournaments and to meet with the League Boards, has only further convinced me that there are very few
people who actively seek out opportunities for unsportsmanlike activities to gain an advantage for any
reason. Rather, Ringette has many participants who honestly struggle with the dilemma of wanting their
players/children/friends to play Ringette but not enough players/teams/divisions to do that. As we have
sighed so frequently, so many of the challenged faced by Ringette would be solved with more players. I
anticipate innovative promotions and recruitment strategies to come out of our workshop at the AGM
Conference that will be implemented by August 2017. The enthusiasm of the Promotions Committee will
see to it that this 40th year of Ringette in BC will implement new solutions to our challenges that we firmly
believe will be solved by having more Ringette players in all divisions.
Another sign of the positive progress made by Ringette BC is the maturing of the governance model.
Implemented in 2012, and then stalled by the personnel changes in the office, the hallmarks of a
functional governance board became evident in 2016. The Operational Committees held meetings,
policies and practices were debated and recommendations for changes were advanced to the Board.
Officiating Development and Sport and Athlete Development have been particularly busy and prolific with
their work. The evidence of that work is seen in the proposed changes to several sections of Ringette BC
policy. The Ringette BC Board of Directors concentrated on adjudicating requests for exceptions to policy
and long term visioning.
The governance model is now ready to take its next step, to recruit an Executive Director. The “ED” will
replace both the Sports Operations Manager and the Manager of Accounts/Member Services. The Human
Resources Committee of the Board has worked hard to make an up-to-date job description. This is an
exciting step for our Society. I look forward to working with the new Executive Director to make the
transition successful. I was hired in January 2014 to bring the Society to this point. It has taken longer
than I had thought to get here but I am pleased that this goal is about to be achieved. I know the Ringette
community will continue to support Nicole Robb in her role of Technical Coordinator and join me in
thanking Janssen Aquilino for his almost 4 years of service to us.
I’m planning to continue to wearing my stripes, blowing my whistle and yelling “sticks down” for a few
more seasons. See you on the ice!
Colin Ensworth
Sports Operations Manager
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TECHNICAL COORDINATOR
Another season has wrapped and my second year with Ringette BC has come to a close. This season felt much more
relaxed than the previous season. The roller coaster was slightly easier to predict and the ride was easier to follow.
This season my focus was on understanding season planning and implementing changes to the programming system
Ringette BC is using to organize and plan the year. The goal of was to ensure the season ran as smoothly as possible.
Coaching and officiating clinics were scheduled well in advance of the season starting and posted well in advance, Page | 8
which contributed to the success in the attendance. Communication over social media, email and ensuring the
Ringette BC website was consistently up to date helped to ensure that registration was completed in a timely manner
and courses were not cancelled due to lack of registration. The skill camps that were organized this season were well
attended and received very positively. The information collected from the camps will be used to move the high
performance programs forward and assist in future skill development models. My secondary objective was to ensure
that all the Operational Committees were active throughout the season and were working to complete important
tasks and were actively working to improve and develop our sport.

COACHING
The BC Coach Developer Team is one of the greatest resources available to me and to the sport. The Coach
Developers are extremely knowledgeable, hardworking and supportive. This season I am pleased to say that Ringette
BC was able to get four of our five Legacy Coach Developers evaluated as Coach Evaluators and Learning Facilitators
and the cost of the evaluations were fully covered by ViaSport. I must thank ViaSport very much for their support
and assistance. In addition to the grant received from ViaSport, Ringette Canada has given our fifth Legacy Coach
Developer financial support to assist in completing their evaluation. BC is the first province to complete their Coach
Developer evaluations. The coach developers that were recruited and trained last season have almost all completed
their mentorship training, which will give BC an additional six trained Coach Developers. The additional coach
developers will assist in getting the necessary coaches certified for the BC Winter Games in 2018.

OFFICIATING
The 2016-2017 season was a learning season for the Officiating Development Committee and the Evaluator team.
Officiating was able to maximize the flexibility of a non-rule change season to further flush out the new selection
process that was piloted last season. This season the evaluator team and officiating committee worked together to
build the selection process to identify referees for major events. This season Ringette BC introduced the position of
Provincial Referee-In-Chief which gave the Officiating Development Committee and Evaluator team a direction to
guide the process and the season. The Provincial RIC has been greatly appreciated in giving the officiating
development committee direction and in assisting the Ringette BC office with referee development needs. The
selection process was started early this season by identifying specific events that required focus and evaluations.
The Officiating Development committee worked very hard to ensure that evaluations were done at all major
tournaments.

ATHLETES
The athlete identification process and skill assessment camps were hosted again this season and Ringette BC now
has a much more diverse report on the skill of ringette players in BC. The next phase will be to continue to screen
the athletes that have already participated in the program and add the next group of BC Winter Games aged
athletes. The interest of our sports is grow the opportunities for athletes and the more Ringette BC can do to make
it possible for people to find our sport and participate in our sport the more opportunities for athletes will come
available.
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PROMOTIONAL PROGRAMS
The Come Try Ringette and Gym Ringette programs are still being used throughout the province to support and
promote the sport. To ensure Come Try Ringette and Gym Ringette continue to be successful Ringette BC needs to
train more trainers and host orientations on the Come Try Ringette program for all the Association volunteers.
Associations have brought forward other initiatives to promote the sport that have shown their success. In order
to continue to grow and expand Associations and Leagues need to start sharing ideas of other promotional ideas
with each other. The more idea sharing the better the more successful recruitment will be.
Ringette BC will be celebrating its 40th Anniversary this December. To help celebrate the event Ringette BC will be
hosting a series of events to promote and celebrate 40 Years of Ringette in BC. I am very excited to be part of the
celebration and look forward to all the festivities.

TOURNAMENTS AND PROVINCIALS
The primary objective I had for the season was to create a Technical Package for Provincial Championships and
separate out technical information from policies. The Technical Package and policies document have been created
to create simplicity for participants and hosts. By redrafting the policies and technical package it has assisted in
clearing up any discrepancies and made Provincial Championships much more clear. With a clear technical package
drafting tournament rules has been much simpler.
Following the new technical package I have drafted a new Host Application form for Associations and Leagues
interested in applying to host Provincial Championships.

Final Thoughts on the 2016-2017 season…
The 2016-2017 season has overall been a very positive experience and there was some great memories made and
some lessons learned. I found this season much more organized and the new programming structure made an
improvement in the planning of the season. Managing the season calendar of events and programs still has room
for improvement. Coaching and officiating functioned much better this season with only one clinic being cancelled
all other clinics filled with the majority hosting well over six participants per course. Provincial Championships is
still an area that will require further learning and focus. This was my first year being the primary contact for teams
travelling to Western Canadian Ringette Championships and Canadian Ringette Championships and I think there
are some changes that can be made to the system to ensure the processes for teams attending those events are as
smooth as possible and easily understood. Communication between the office, Board of Directors, Operational
Committees, League Executives, and Associations is still a work in progress. The stronger the communication
channels between all the key stakeholders in our province the smoother the season will run and the better
informed Ringette BC will be on the needs of our members.

Nicole Robb
Technical Coordinator of Ringette BC
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ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENT – TRANSITION TO THE BC SOCIETIES ACT
OVERVIEW
Volunteers and Staff of Ringette BC work hard to ensure the on-ice and off-ice experience at all levels of our sport
by all participants and their supporters is positive. This is a key to the Society’s success, as the more that people talk
about Ringette positively, the more the future of the game will be positively influenced by increased registrations. Page | 10
Increased player registration leads to a larger volunteer base, increased competitiveness of local teams, and
continued growth.
Historically, Ringette BC has had policies in place that have evolved over time, been added to and had sections rewritten or removed. The result is the policy manual and appendices at the beginning of the season were dated 2013.
While every intention was to make the policies coherent and integrated and because the manual has not been fully
re-written since its inception the document that has lost its usefulness to fully guide the operation of the Society
and the sport. Moreover, our recent experience has taught us that the policies do not help the Board of Directors
deal with some types of behavioral issues at the request of local club-Associations. These issues typically have arisen
surrounding social media, ultra-involved parents (and sometimes extended families), and super-competitive
coaches; three areas where concerns are becoming increasingly prevalent and time consuming. When these
challenges are not resolved adequately, a poison is leftover that infiltrates the positiveness of the vast majority of
the membership.
Several issues occurred during the 2015-16 ringette season that, after extensive legal review, were determined to
have been avoidable or effective interventions could have been implemented if Ringette BC had firm policies in place
in such areas as discipline, appeals, coach selection, conflict of interest and volunteer screening.
In light of these issues, the Membership voted overwhelmingly to extend to the Board of Directors of Ringette BC at
the 2016 Annual General Meeting the authority to correct the policies provided that the changes were completed
by 31 December 2016. These “powers” enabled the Board of Directors to pass and enact new governance-type
policies to deal with these disciplinary issues.
This policy development exercise coincides with the requirement for all leagues and club-Associations to update
their bylaws in accordance with the new Societies Act (2016). This is a fortuitous situation, as this provides further
opportunity for consistency between local associations in their legal governance (AGM’s, Voting Rights and
Processes etc.). To assist us with the transition to the Societies Act, Ringette BC hosted a training workshop in
October 2016. (DVD’s were created and provided to us by AllWest Recording.) This workshop was facilitated by
governance authority and lawyer, Anders Ourom. The DVD and print materials from this workshop remain available
through the Ringette BC office.
This Briefing Note outlines some of the thought process behind the selection of the current policies that were
implemented following the 2016 AGM. It is believed that these new policies aid in the enactment of fair and
transparent processes, and that this is of tremendous benefit to the Ringette BC Membership as a whole, will allow
for decisive action when the situation warrants, and will improve Member experience overall.
The new policy manual has three sections. Part 1 is all about Governance of the Society. Part 1 contains the parts
of policy implemented by the Board of Directors in compliance with the authority given by the membership at the
2016 AGM (Section C). This section was first posted on the Ringette BC website on December 22, 2016. Part 2, when
completed, will contain policies that govern the play of the game including a glossary, team formation including
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team colors and club-Association boundaries, coach development, Officials’ development and Athlete development.
Part 3 will contain policies and guidelines for the High Performance Program and Sanctioned events.

POLICY HIERARCHY
Club-Associations may have some published policies of their own (i.e. policies on Refunds, Late Registration, etc.). Page | 11
Leagues provide a resource as a liaison between the local clubs, and often also with the provincial body. Leagues
often have different concerns and focus than Ringette BC or club-Associations, and may also have implemented
some policies to provide clarity to Members. However, both leagues and club-Associations are subject to the policies
of Ringette BC as a pre-requisite for good standing.
Much of the Ringette BC Policy Manual has been primarily focused on province-wide player selection, team
formation, player pick up and game and tournament rules. It has always been relatively easy to look up rules
surrounding players and teams, but more difficult to look up and resolve governance-type dilemmas.
The well-known caution offered in similar circumstances, “Rome was not built in a day” is worth keeping in mind but
the introduction of a Governance section to the Policy Manual is the first major step in ensuring good, strong,
transparent processes exist to address the problems identified by Membership at the 2016 AGM. Specifically:






A strong Volunteer Screening process eliminates some unsuitable persons from volunteering in the sport
(but without embarrassing them or turning them off of ringette);
A strong Coach and Team Staff Selection process ensures that coaches and team staff are selected by merit
and serves notice that being on the bench is a privilege and not a right;
A transparent Discipline and Complaints Policy ensures that when a complaint is received, there is a process
to address it, and deal with the situation impartially and fairly. This protects victims from damaging
behaviour outside of standards of conduct, but also protects Members from frivolous or unwarranted
complaints; and
A clear Appeals Policy ensures swift action when a decision may or may not have been applied fairly or
correctly for the benefit of the governing body (be it an Association, a League or Ringette BC) and its’
Members.

All of these sections have now been incorporated into the new Ringette BC Policy Manual and consolidated in Part
1 – Governance. The Conflict of Interest Policy, Concussion Intervention Policy, Conduct and Fair Play Policy, and
Harassment Policy have also been updated and grouped with these policies in Sections 14-21 of the new Section C
of Part 1 of the policy manual. The preceding 13 sections were also re-organized, updated to eliminate conflict with
the new policies, and re-presented in Policy Part 1.
In the new Part 1, the new Section A is the Constitution of the Society. The new Section B is made up of a re-write
and re-format of the former By-laws of Section B. The new Section C, combines the former Section C and the former
Section I (form the 2013 document), and includes the new governance policies.
Section 4 of Section C, titled simply “Policies”, of the new Policy Manual examines policies in general. Effective
December 2016, Ringette BC policies apply to all persons who are also Members of all club-Associations in good
standing (though some clubs define membership differently for the time being). However, some sections of Section
C will never be employed at the local level (the Ringette BC financial processes that are outlined in Section 10, for
instance), while other sections will be employed at semi-frequent intervals. There is therefore some clarification
provided in Section 4-4 of Section C as to when the local Club-Association would carry out and enforce the new
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governance policies, and when a situation may be better handled by Ringette BC.

THE SOCIETIES ACT AND CONSISTANCY
The provincial government is requiring that all Societies re-draft, re-adopt and then re-file their bylaws and
constitution with the provincial registrar over the next 18 months. This is a major (but timely) undertaking.
Page | 12
Because every club-Association and League needs to file revised bylaws anyway, the opportunity is perfect for all of
us to be on the same page. The template provided by Ringette BC Staff therefore meets the requirement of the
provincial government, acts on the recommendations of Mr. Ourum, and defines membership in the same manner
for all. It should be noted that every Club Association needs to determine whether they are a member or publically
funded association (depending on their reliant on gaming funds) and that each Club Association will also have to
look closely at their definition of membership.
Having the same or similar legal structure will enable Ringette BC, Leagues and Club-Associations to better deal with
sensitive issues if need be.
It is hoped all Member Leagues and Club-Associations will adopt most or all of the recommended language at their
AGMs so that they are both complaint with the requirements of the BC Societies Act by November 2018 and
consistent with Ringette BC’s bylaws.

PROCESS
Bylaw and Constitutional changes require passing of Special Resolution motions at an Annual General Meeting or at
a special General Meeting. Policy changes can be enacted by the Board of Directors through passing of motions at
regular board meetings and then ratified into policy by the membership by vote usually at an Annual General
meeting.
Normally policies and procedures enacted or amended by the Board must be ratified at the AGM. However, the
special resolution passed at the 2016 AGM gave the Board the directive to implement the policies required without
them being subject to ratification. Part 1 of the new policy manual was therefore passed while this special privilege
was granted. Ringette BC therefore has the governance policies in place to manage the difficult situations that came
up in 2015-16 should the need arise this season, and also in future seasons.
Other policies related to game play, and therefore found in Part 2 of the Policy Manual, were simply subjected to
the normal process for policy improvements. Policy improvements were sometimes recommended by Staff or the
Operational Committees and reviewed by the Board. It is hoped that an updated Part 2 can be presented for
ratification by the 2018 AGM.
As a matter of course, the Board then sends most potential policy amendments out to Membership for review. All
Member organizations have the opportunity to review the proposed policies and provide feedback, if necessary, to
Ringette BC Staff. The Policies are then edited as needed prior to the next Board meeting. The Board of Directors
then either passed the policy or not based on this feedback, and if so the policy became effective upon being passed.
While several policy changes were implemented during the year, and several more were introduced as trial
exemptions for one year, the “Section 2 – Game Play” policies will not be ready as a package in time for ratification
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by Membership at the 2017 AGM.

POLICY SELECTION
A substantial survey was conducted to determine what policies other associations are using, and extensive thought
put into which policies should also be in use by Ringette BC. Former Director and Lawyer Andrew Kemp provided Page | 13
legal advice and edits on these policies last season.
It is believed that the new policies outlined below will fill in the gaps for Ringette BC, and provide the necessary
direction to deal with issues that will arise with greater frequency as the Association grows. As discussed above,
these policies include a Screening Policy, a Coach Selection Policy, a Discipline and Complaints Policy, and an Appeals
Policy.
Further governance-type policies on dressing room etiquette, player movement between age groups, and social
media have also been ear marked for future discussion.
A description of the new policies adopted in December of 2016 under the Boards “Special Powers” is as follows:
1.

Screening Policy

The Screening Policy is an improvement to the existing informal screening process, and is based on what some clubs
are doing in other jurisdictions.
At first glance it may appear that the Screening Policy is adding unnecessary bureaucracy to what is a simple process.
However the current process is not normally guided by any formal local policy, is not covered by Ringette BC, and
the Federal Government has deemed it as critical to the safety of Members. [http://www.rcmp-grc.gc.ca/en/faqsabout-vulnerable-sector-checks]
At most club-Associations, one person in isolation solicits Police Information Checks. If the Vulnerable Sector
component is clear, the volunteer is tracked for two years as “eligible” to volunteer. Various persons, including clubAssociation board members, ignore the request for a PIC each year with little consequence. Of major concern each
year is that the season is usually more than half over before a significant portion of Police Information Checks are
submitted.
The proposed policy specifically addresses dates for compliance, applicable offences, responsibilities, notices and
consequences. It is not much more work than is being done today, but spells out a clear process. The result is a more
robust process that is still very simple to manage. It completely removes any gray area for the Board and for the
prospective Volunteers.

2. Coach Selection Policy
Many parents coach their children or manage their child’s team in the younger age groups, and choose not to coach
when the game becomes more competitive. Many others, when in the supportive and encouraging environment
that Ringette BC is trying to foster, will continue coaching or assistant coaching and achieve the certification to move
up in age categories with their children. When coaching or managing the team of a group of many of the same
children over many successive years it can be very emotional for the team staff, players, and parents. To ensure this
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experience is of a positive nature, every year, a coach selection policy needs to be implemented.
The proposed Coach Selection Policy will allow a small Committee to easily and accurately select and / or approve
the Team Staff for all divisions. This minimizes any feelings of discrimination because it reduces bias. The policy is
intended to lead to positive outcomes through the implementation of selection criteria and by defining the selectors.
At the same time this Policy allows the local club-Association to do what is best for the players without any individual
having to face those that were not selected alone (i.e. facing the accusation that the decision was personal or biased,
which may in fact influence the decision).
In short, this policy will lead to more informed decisions for the benefit of the sport.

3. Discipline and Complaints Policy
When multiple issues arose in 2015/16, Ringette BC did not have a transparent policy to follow regarding disciplinary
procedures. There was no description of what any discipline may be, nor of the infractions that require it. The
Ringette BC policies have always stated that failure to comply with Directors’, Coaches’, Players’ and Officials’ Codes
of Conduct may result in suspension from Ringette BC. There is now a description of how a sanction is applied and
who administers it.
This Policy is adopted from similar, existing policies at multiple clubs across Canada. The key points are that a
complaint must be filed to initiate a disciplinary procedure. A Case Officer must then be assigned who is responsible
for carrying out the policy.
The Case Officer determines whether the infraction exists, whether it is major or minor, and may apply a sanction
under certain conditions. However, serious infractions or suspensions of longer than ten calendar days require a
hearing with a Panel. The Panel consists of two Directors and one independent party. The Panel applies the sanction
while the Case Manager only provides administrative support to the panel.
This policy provides a solid foundation from which to administer disciplinary actions. The transparency,
responsibilities and process provided by the Policy outline for both the Association and the Respondent what the
course of action will be. This will increase the probability of fair treatment and just consequence, while removing a
lot of the opportunity for ongoing personal hard feelings to develop due to the absence of process.

4. Appeals Policy
Ringette BC also did not have a transparent policy to follow when members felt that sanctions, player selection
decisions, and other areas of concern involve bias or that correct procedure has not been followed.
The Appeals Policy adopted now spells out the process and the responsibilities of both the Appellant and the
Association to which the appeal has been filed. It allows for the creation of a Tribunal with two of three members
being independent of the local club-association (the other cannot be conflicted regardless), as well as assigning an
Appeals Officer to ensure that process is followed. If an Appeal is warranted, the Panel will hear or re-hear a case,
and make a final decision.
It is hoped that this policy will provide greater direction to all Member boards if such a situation arises, increase the
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speed at which an Appeal can be dealt with, and provide greater transparency for both the club-Association and the
Appellant so that everybody can feel that they are treated fairly and consistently.

CONCLUSION
Policies are essential to the stewardship of any organization. They provide processes and transparency in areas Page | 15
where conflict is likely to arise. They inform a Board and Membership about expectations and due process.
It is hoped that the revision of bylaws to expand definitions of membership and provide consistency in this regard,
the implementation of new provincial policy and a re-organization of the governance section of the Policy Manual,
and all of the learning that has come out of the process will minimize future conflicts and prevent issues such as
those that occurred last year.

PLAYER ENROLLMENT REPORT
Enrollment in Ringette in BC showed very positive signs this season in U7, U9 and U12. Overall Ringette has almost
200 more players in 2016-17 which is the highest number of registrants in at least 10 years. There are weaknesses
in the enrollment in U19 and 18+ and U14 registration declined. U10 and U16 were almost the same as last
season. Statisticians recommend that a long view be taken of these kinds of numbers in order to spot trends that
may inform the Society about actions that should be taken. There are bubbles working their way through our
divisions that are not inconsistent with other sports. However, Ringette needs to focus on building up the younger
divisions and then retaining those who are interested in continuing on in the sport, despite all the distractions in
life.
Ringette is very highly regarded in its role as an introduction sport. That is, Ringette has very good numbers when
considering the ages of children when the parents decide to get them into activities that are not solely about what
the parents are doing. The LTAD model tells us that this age is when children get into full time kindergarten. Ringette
starts recruiting at this age and we have been successful at engaging an increasing number of U7’s and U9’s across
the Province. While every Association runs Come Try Ringette promotions events, we would hope for a greater
conversion of participants to players. This may also be about the difficulty we have in collecting accurate statistics.
(See the Come Try Ringette section of this report.)
Ringette BC may do well to look towards other methods of recruiting new players. To that end, and strongly
encouraged by the League Presidents, the Ringette BC Board of Directors has constituted a Promotions Operational
Committee. One of their first tasks was to consider and report to the Board about advertising Ringette on Social
Media Platforms. Their second task is to encourage meaningful and goal-focussed discussion about Promotions at
this year’s AGM and Conference.
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Comparative Total Player Analysis by Association
Total
Players
16/17

Total
Players
15/16

Total
Players
14/15

Total
Players
13/14

Total
Players
12/13

Total
Players
11/12

Total
Players
10/11

Total
Players
09/10

Total
Players
08/09

Total
Players
07/08

Total
Players
06/07 Page | 16

BNWRA

186

152

169

202

187

184

167

176

166

129

119

CPMRA

116

114

110

43

53

65

59

65

74

76

70

Comox

50

45

47

77

47

40

36

40

0

0

0

Delta

153

138

129

142

126

133

149

169

171

174

187

Fraser
Valley

218

222

226

235

204

198

169

163

174

199

171

Houston

65

49

45

48

38

51

70

78

76

64

59

Kelowna

202

178

202

194

192

208

171

180

202

144

113

NWRVA

91

88

100

109

95

97

98

108

124

118

111

Port
Coquitlam

179

180

201

196

183

164

173

161

171

168

152

Prince
George

163

168

161

140

116

106

120

131

155

123

129

Quesnel

57

50

66

63

76

77

91

128

125

116

130

Richmond

138

138

137

118

120

85

95

83

69

85

93

Shuswap

101

100

94

91

109

109

123

100

94

85

83

SWR

150

167

160

143

134

147

140

166

174

148

148

Terrace

91

62

54

44

28

41

40

61

79

68

65

Vancouver

159

135

138

123

105

98

99

87

63

76

90

Vernon

137

125

126

148

170

168

163

156

138

126

136

Westside

88

72

80

109

81

80

88

97

93

101

100

Chilliwack

22

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total

2366

2183

2245

2225

2064

2051

2051

2149

2148

2000

1956

Association
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Total Registrations:
Total Registrations
(2007-2017)
2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017

2210
2334
2329
2151
2061
2064
2225
2245
2185
2366

2400
2350
2300
2250
2200
2150
2100
2050
2000
1950
1900
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U7 and U9 Division Registrations
U7 & U9 Registration
Trends (2007-2017)
2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017

335
447
410
398
387
346
404
445
447
518

600
500
400
300
200
100
0

U10 Registrations
U10 Registration
Trends (2007-2017)

400
350

2007-2008

330

300

2008-2009

366

250

2009-2010

312

200

2010-2011

315

150

2011-2012

324

100

2012-2013

359

50

2013-2014

295

2014-2015

319

2015-2016

309

2016-2017

332

0
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U12 Division Registration
U12 Registration
Trends (2007-2017)
2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017

387
351
346
342
335
350
384
353
324
352

400
390
380
370
360
350
340
330
320
310
300
290

U14 Division Registration
U14 Registration
Trends (2007-2017)

400

2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017

300

358
350
349
280
269
275
284
328
316
305

350
250
200
150
100
50
0
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U16 Division Registrations
U16 Registration
Trends (2007-2017)
2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017

204
240
283
271
230
203
214
223
211
247

300
250
200
150
100
50
0

U19 Registrations
U19 Registration
Trends (2007-2017)
2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017

166
174
207
189
175
150
166
166
171
174

250
200
150
100
50
0
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18+ (Open) Division Registrations
18+ Registration Trends
(2007-2017)
2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017

218
220
230
218
192
230
267
270
258
231

300
250
200
150
100
50
0

Master’s (30+) Division Registrations
Masters Registration
Trends (2007-2017)
2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017

204
188
180
128
113
137
106
92
101
129

250
200
150
100
50
0
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COMPARISON OF REGISTRATION IN THE U12 DIVISION
The level of registered players in the U12 Division is generally held to be a bellwether of the health of the
sport. Our experience is that after completing U12, players either stay in Ringette or choose to specialize
in another sport, or leave sport all together. Ringette BC member club-Associations put a lot of energy
into recruiting players (Come Try Ringette and Gym Ringette) and generally rely on the inherent
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attractiveness of the sport to retain players. Ringette has relied on enrolling players into coaching and
into officiating as ways to keep the players involved in Ringette after U12. There may be “best practice”
ideas in our community or to be found in other sports that can be adapted to Ringette that will increase
our retention rates. Partnerships with softball, lacrosse and other complimentary sports that may include
coupons for reduced registration fees have been discussed between the Provincial Sport Organizations
but not implemented. Other innovative ideas will be found. Recruitment and Retention are the
cornerstones of the work of the (volunteer) Promotions Operational Committee. Implementation of the
ideas will be cause for further discussion. Here are the comparison numbers:

Burnaby New West Ringette
Coquitlam Port Moody Ringette
Delta Ringette
Fraser Valley Ringette Association
North West Vancouver Ringette
Port Coquitlam Ringette
Richmond Ringette
Surrey White Rock Ringette Association
Vancouver Ringette Association
LMRL Totals
Greater Vernon Ringette Association
Kelowna Ringette
Shuswap Ringette
Westside Ringette
TORL Totals
Houston Ringette
Prince George Ringette Association
Quesnel Ringette Association
Terrace Ringette
North Totals
Comox Valley Ringette
Island Totals
Grand Total

2014-15
29
27
16
33
23
27
8
26
26
215
22
30
13
13
78
9
21
18
7
55
5
5
353

2015-16
16
27
14
29
13
21
9
20
30
179
27
27
20
17
91
7
25
8
8
48
7
7
324

2016-17
13
32
20
30
21
25
11
23
23
198
24
26
17
20
87
6
34
7
14
61
6
6
352
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MALE RINGETTE PLAYER STATISTICS
This year, unlike other years when the number of male players in Ringette has caught the attention of
both Ringette enthusiasts in BC and in other Ringette jurisdictions, there has been an increasingly loud
call for Ringette BC to find a way to have males play Ringette (because everyone plays) and have the Page | 23
differences in the genders respected in every aspect of sport. Meanwhile, ViaSport, one of Ringette BC’s
major funders, launched a gender equity in sport campaign. Ringette and other female oriented sports
are key to this initiative because Ringette strongly encourages females to get into a healthy active lifestyle.
Yet, the developing co-educational game faces the reality that some females have shied away from joining
Ringette when they discover they will be playing alongside males. There is now a clear conundrum that
requires redress. The numbers outlined below and following seem to indicate that Ringette in BC is about
to reach a point at which male divisions may be viable. Yet, in the smaller markets, males are required on
the teams to make the teams, and in some cases the club-Association, viable. At the AGM Conference,
the Keynote speaker will address some of the misconceptions about the Long Term Athlete Development
model that, once unpacked, may help our Ringette family find the answer to the conundrum—Saturday’s
agenda topics.
One aspect of this debate is the challenge in gathering our statistics. We understand that we cannot rely
on the Karelo numbers to build answers to the conundrum without the certainty of accuracy. Again, this
year, the office staff will offer training on the Karelo system so that registrars can be certain that they are
processing the data, including that entered by parents, so our data is increasingly dependable.
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Here are the statistics for males registered to play Ringette in BC starting with a summary:
U7 to U12
BNW
24
Chilliwack
0
Comox
1
CPMRA
8
Delta
4
Fraser Valley
7
Greater Vernon
5
Houston
7
Kelowna
8

U14 to Masters
1
2
1
0
0
0
2
0
0

U7 to U12
NWVRA
8
PCRMRA
11
Prince George
20
Quesnel
3
Richmond
15
Shuswap R
2
Surrey White
11
Terrace
23
Vancouver
28
Westside
4

U14 to Masters
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
3
0
0

Males In Ringette Tiered Divisions
Row Labels
Burnaby New West Ringette
Chilliwack Ringette
Comox Valley Ringette
Coquitlam Port Moody Ringette
Delta Ringette
Fraser Valley Ringette Association
Greater Vernon Ringette Association
Houston Ringette
Kelowna Ringette
North West Vancouver Ringette
Port Coquitlam Ringette
Prince George Ringette Association
Quesnel Ringette Association
Richmond Ringette
Shuswap Ringette
Surrey White Rock Ringette Association
Terrace Ringette
Vancouver Ringette Association
Westside Ringette
Grand Total

U14
A
2

3
1
1

U14
B
2

U16
A
4

U16
B

2
1

U19
A

U19
B

18+
A

1
1
1

1

1
1

3
1

2

18+
B
2

4
1
1

1

1
2
2
4

5
1
1

1
2
1

2

1
3

4
11

1
12

1
13

1
4

5

1
1
10

7

10
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Males in un-tiered division and U12

BNW
Chilliwack
Comox
CPMRA
Delta
Fraser Valley
Greater Vernon
Houston
Kelowna
NWVRA
PCRMRA
Prince George
Quesnel
Richmond
Shuswap R
Surrey White
Terrace
Vancouver
Westside

U7 A
12

4
3
4

3
10
8
5
11
4
64

U9 A
5

1
1
2
2
6
4
6
2
4
3
2
1
3
9
12
2
65

U10 A
2

U10 B
2

U12 A

1
2

U12 B
3

Masters (30+)
1

1
1

3
1
2

2
1

3
4
2
1
6
23

1

1
3
1

3
1
1
4
1
15

1
1
7

2
1
1
2
1
15

3
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PROMOTIONS
After a hiatus since 2012, when the old Operational model was replace by the current Governance Model,
Ringette BC is very excited that the Promotions Committee has been re-established. With strong
encouragement from the League Presidents and now a representative from each League, the committee
has had two meetings to, primarily, consider a proposal to promote Ringette through Social Media. This
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topic will be more fully explored at the Annual General Meeting Conference.
Ringette BC owes a debt of gratitude to those volunteers who assisted with the Kamloops Ringette project.
A full report is included later.
Ringette BC is looking forward to a week-long Ringette promotion event in Nelson, BC. There, in
partnership with the Nelson School District and “retired” Ringette enthusiasts, Gym Ringette and Come
Try Ringette events will be held in September.
Ringette BC has also been contacted about re-starting Ringette in Victoria. Any help in this regard would
be greatly appreciated.
Our sport has an outstanding opportunity ahead that will be championed by the Promotions Operational
Committee. In 2018, Ringette and the other 18 Sports, will arrive in Fort St. John for the BC Winter Games.
At the moment, there is no Ringette played in Fort St. John and we would like very much to have the
lasting legacy be a new Ringette Association. We have been invited by Ringette Alberta to work in
partnership with them to build our sport into this very sports-minded community. We need to start now
because, as the winter games coaches will soon say, February 2018 is only 8 months away.

Gym Ringette:
Ringette BC offers Gym Ringette as a program to introduce K-7 aged youths to the sport of Ringette but
on a gym surface. The program provides funding for volunteers to be trained and to run the Gym Ringette
events. The volunteers initiate contact with the schools in their area, convince the school to host the Gym
Ringette program and then run the program. Schools are usually very happy to have a certified program
instructor take an hour or so once a day for a week away from their teachers. Gym Ringette equipment
is costly – about $800 for a set of sticks, rings and safety googles. Ringette BC has generously been
supported by a grant from the BC Gaming Branch over the years. However, lately, the amount of that
grant has declined because we are not running as many Gym Ringette events throughout the Province.
With the renewed emphasis on Promotions, the Ringette BC Board intends to encourage and support the
Club-Associations to invigorate the Gym Ringette programs and have many more events run in this coming
year. Gym Ringette runs best as part of a sequential and integrated promotion program. Gym Ringette
participants should be given information that points them to Come Try Ringette events that are being run
in the same community and in close sequence to the Gym Ringette event. Come Try Ringette events
should be followed by invitations for participants to attend a practice time of a Ringette team. At those
practices, there should be volunteers ready to receive the new players and make introductions to the
established players. Our experience is that once the new player meets the established player and that
relationship begins, the new player stays with the game. Part of the integration includes each ClubAssociation having equipment to loan or sell to a new player. The most costly of our specialized
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equipment is the Ringette face mask. Having these to loan to new players is a proven way to have the
new player commit to the game.
Ringette BC remains eager to work with Indigenous Peoples to bring Gym Ringette to their communities.
Early attempts to organize a Gym Ringette week were unsuccessful. This initiative will continue.
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Come Try Ringette
Come Try Ringette (or “CTR” to those who’ve been around awhile) is the flagship promotions activity in
the club-Associations. Volunteers are trained and then spend several mornings in a year receiving families
into the ice arenas in their communities and helping them into skates and helmets so they can take a crack
at putting the stick in the ring. CTR is a proven method of raising an awareness in communities of Ringette
and to allowing young people to test themselves on the ice. CTR requires volunteers to think well ahead
of time to plan the event, have trained and patient volunteers at the event to talk to those who turn out,
to be on the ice and to follow-up after the event. CTR on the ice is usually run by players or former players
who use their ingenuity and experience to show the participants around the rink and how to use our
special equipment. Follow-up is the key component to converting a CTR participant into a player. CTR
has about a 2% conversion rate. While is sounds like a lot of work, everyone has a fun time at the event,
even when only a couple of participants show up. Like financial investing, promoting a sport by raising
awareness is a long term vision activity. Here are the CTR numbers that were given to the office for 20162017:
# of event
participants
(MALE):

# of new player
registrations
resulting from event
(FEMALE):

# of new player
registrations
resulting from
event (MALE):

Association Name:

Event Date:

# of event
participants
(FEMALE):

Burnaby New
West Ringette

10-Sep-16

11

6

5

3

Burnaby New
West Ringette

17-Sep-16

6

13

2

2

Burnaby New
West Ringette

24-Sep-16

12

9

5

2

Greater Vernon

12-Mar-16

16

3

7

1

Greater Vernon

fall

12

2

4

1

August 28,2016

13

1

9

0

24-Aug-16

10

13

2

3

28-Aug-16

7

14

1

2

18-Sep-16

9

7

6

2

31-Mar-17

1

0

0

0

Westside Ringette
Association
Vancouver
Ringette
Association
Vancouver
Ringette
Association
Vancouver
Ringette
Association
Vancouver
Ringette
Association
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Vancouver
Ringette
Association
Richmond
Ringette
Richmond
Ringette
Richmond
Ringette
Richmond
Ringette
Richmond
Ringette

31-Mar-17

3

3

1

1

11-Sep-16

16

12

8

6

16-Sep-16
October every
Sunday

6

4

4

2

10

4

4

2-Mar-17

10

4

No stats

12-Mar-17

13

8

6

2

Kelowna Ringette

Sept 10, 2016 Winfield

4

1

4

0

Kelowna Ringette

Sept 11, 2016
Rutland Arena

17

3

13

1

Kelowna Ringette

May 29, 2016
Rutland

18

3

8

1

CMRA

26/06/2016

23

17

7

1

CMRA

10/9/2016

11

4

3

1

CMRA

27/11/2016

8

4

1

0

Prince George

11-Sep-16

25

35

14

1

Prince George

9-Feb-17

18

17

0

0

24

1

7

0

Fraser Valley
Fraser Valley

6

0

0

0

14-May-16

31

7

23

2

Kamloops

6 events Sep-Oct

23

0

No stats

No stats

Shuswap

March 17 2016

12

3

3

1

Shuswap

Sept 20 2016

24

2

8

0

Shuswap

October 1 2016

8

0

4

0

Shuswap

October 15 2016

3

0

2

0

Shuswap

March 7 2017

23

4

No stats

No stats

28/09/2016

8

5

4

2

CRA

Terrace Ringette
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Social Media and the Ringette BC Website
The Ringette BC website is intended to have only two purposes. The first and primary is to be an up to
date library of information and resources for Ringette enthusiasts in BC. There is much more in this
category including a folder entirely about the administration of the sport. The second purpose, that may
have to overtake the first, is to encourage persons interested enough to “click” onto our webpage to
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decide to try to play the game. As we work towards making Promotions and Marketing more of a daily,
weekly and monthly practice, the design and “click-through” on the home page will change.
Ringette BC receives sponsorship in kind from SPLASH Media Group. Ringette BC first became aware of
the remarkable branding expertise held by the SPLASH personnel during the 2015 Canada Winter
Games. SPLASH help Ringette BC to rebrand in 2015 and provide us with dynamic maintenance to
ensure that our webpage is secure from the full range of cyber-attacks. We have had no incidents of
mal-wear or ransom-wear.
Ringette BC has worked with Ringette Canada and other members of the Provincial Sport sector to
optimise our use of Facebook and Twitter. At this time, we are unable to put sufficient staff time into
these two Social Media platforms to make full use of their potential. We learned that to keep all social
media platforms optimised, we would need to dedicate up to 20% of a staff person’s time to this
endeavor.
Here is a “snap-shot” of users of the Ringette BC website for January 2017.
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COACHING HIGHLIGHTS 2016-2017
Number of clinics hosted:
⌾ Community Sport Initiative: 5 clinics
⌾ Competition Introduction: 4 clinics
Number of CI Certification Evaluations Completed:
⌾ Total Competition Introduction Evaluations Completed: 32
⌾ Number of Female Coaches that completed CI Evaluations: 19
Coach Developers:
⌾ Coach Evaluator Evaluations completed: Brian Crandell, Michelle MacRae, Jennifer Falloon, Ian
Liversidge
⌾ New Coach Evaluators trained: Niki Lacey, Cathy Lipsett and Rebecca Adams
⌾ Learning Facilitator Co-Deliveries Completed: Rebecca Adams, Niki Lacey, Nicole Borges, Jana
Campbell
⌾ Learning Facilitator evaluations completed: Jennifer Falloon, Ian Liversidge
⌾ Coach Developer Grants:
o ViaSport – Covered all Legacy Coach Evaluator evaluations
o Ringette Canada - $250 to assist with Learning Facilitator evaluation costs
o ViaSport - $600 to help train a coach in Competition Development

OFFICIATING HIGHLIGHTS 2016-2017
Number of New officials Trained:
⌾ Level 1 Clinics: 3 Clinics held and 42 new officials trained
⌾ Level 2/3 Clinics: 3 Clinics held and 18 officials Trained
Officials who achieved level 4 ranking: Marren Garcia - Achieved Level 4C
Officials who achieved a level 3 ranking
⌾
⌾
⌾
⌾

Bruce Savory – 3C
Paige Thorburn – 3C
Meagan Jewell – 3B
Aaron Thompson – 3B

Officials who achieved a level 2 ranking
⌾
⌾
⌾
⌾
⌾
⌾
⌾
⌾
⌾
⌾

Claire Sousa
Mike Bellsmith
Lauryn Goddard
Fiona Turmel
Christie Van Dyck
Ian Hawes
Michael DeGroot
Mati Arsoniades
Cassidy Ewart
Darian Campbell
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WHAT DOES RINGETTE BC OFFICE DO?
The Ringette BC office is located in premises that while cramped, meet our business needs and store the
items that we hold for Associations for promotions. The lease at 789 West Pender expires in February
2018. Work is underway to identify the future home of the Ringette BC office. A key consideration is to
ensure that the choice will not incur more cost to the Society. Other priorities include ease of access to
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the membership, efficient storage of the records of the Society and a work environment conducive to
the members’ expectations of the output of staff. The search team will look at innovative suggestions
from the members including collaboration with the members for multipurpose space. These
deliberations and decisions take considerable time and forethought especially if the preference is to
move to a “virtual” office. Staff find that there a requirement for efficient operation to have a staff
meeting on a weekly basis between mid-August and the end of May. The list and extent of the services
are fully outlined on the new Ringette BC website.
The Sports Operations Manager and Technical Coordinator file activity reports monthly with the Board of
Directors. A summary of these reports is available to the membership by written request.

REPORTS OF THE OPERATIONAL COMMITTEES
High Performance Committee
The High Performance Committee for the 2016-2017 season focused on expansion. The goal of the season was to
have every league represented at Provincial AA Championships and that goal was achieved in U14AA. All three
leagues formed an AA team in the U14 age group and the Lower Mainland league was able to send a second team
which increased the size of the tournament to four teams. BC also sent a full contingent of teams in U14AA to
Western Canadian Ringette Championships and a full contingent of teams to Canadian Ringette Championships in
U16AA.
The participation in the AA program across the province was strong this season, which is a good sign for both the
health of the sport overall but the level of competition that is growing in BC once more. The 2017-2018 season
needed a strong year of AA across the province as a BC Winter Games will be held in 2018 in Kamloops and the
2019 Canada Winter Games cycle starts again in the summer.
BC needs to continue moving forward in expanding high performance programs. Expansion to the AA programs is a
fundamental part of the sports growth and success. The program needs to develop more athletes and more
coaches to continue successfully across the province. The Skill Assessment camps will be renewed for the coming
season as part of BC Winter Games and Canada Winter Games. The camps are an important building block of the
programs as the data collected at these camps assists in the greater landscape of skill that the province has and it
assists athletes in knowing what their targets need to be to keep themselves at an elite level.
BC athletes know that they can be competitive with their peers in the other provinces and BC athletes are showing
their commitment to that elite level of play. Ringette BC is very proud of the athletes that attend the Team Canada
National team camps in December. Those athletes are what pushes the High Performance committee to continue
working to change the landscape for High Performance in BC to better support elite level ringette players.
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Highlights from 2016-2017:
⌾
⌾
⌾
⌾
⌾

TEAM BC U16AA finishes 10th overall at CRC and Sydney Crowe named to U16AA All – Star team.
TEAM BC earns a Silver Medal at Western Canadian Ringette Championships in U14AA
TEAM BC earns a Bronze in 18+ at Western Canadian Ringette Championships
Hosted 3 Skill Assessment camps between September and December 2016
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Provincial AA Championships hosted four U14AA teams the largest with one team from each
league represented
⌾ Sarah MacDonald of the NRL BC THUNDER nominated for Rookie of the Year.
Thank you for an amazing season.
Maria Crawford,
Director, Liaison to the High Performance Committee

Coach Development Committee
The BC Coach Developer team has been a great asset to the sport this season. Last year Ringette BC hosted
a significant number of Competition Introduction courses across the province and with the support of the
Coach Developers those coaches that wanted to move to the next level in their development were able
to do so. The Coach Developer team worked together throughout the province and were able to certify
an amazing 32 new coaches in Competition Introduction. Of the 32 coach evaluations that were
completed nineteen (19) of those coaches were women. That is over 50 percent of the coaches certified
this year! Well done BC! Ringette in BC has become a true leader in coaching. This year Ringette trained
97 coaches in Competition Introduction (CI) course and Community Sport Initiative (CSI) courses. To
ensure the momentum continues BC will need to ensure that all those individuals that participated in
courses are given opportunity to use and further develop their skills. Next season is a BC Winter Games
cycle and as part of that event Ringette BC will be pushing to find apprentice coaches for all the Zone
teams.
The next project for the Coach Development Committee is to support all of the new coaches that are
entering the system by providing workshops and webinars to give the coaches more skills and knowledge
to help ensure they are successful in the long term.
Thank you for all your support.
Cathy Lipsett,
Chair of Coach Development Committee

Sport and Athlete Development Committee
This season many new members joined our committee and we took time to orient them to the strategic
plan, LTAD and physical literacy. The committee made recommendations to the Ringette BC board on
double carding and risk-assessment protocol for inter-divisional play. The committee identified priorities
for the next two years. The main focus will be to create an athlete development pathway that has multiple
entry points and allows for athletes to develop skills and pursue excellence in either the high performance
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stream, the competition stream or the active for life stream. The focus of the new pathway development
model will be inclusivity, physical literacy (skills mastery), and the development of a unique ringette
culture. This plan will take into account goalkeeper development. We will be working with Ringette BC
board and staff to resource and communicate this plan over the next two years.
Looking forward to the next season ahead.
Samantha Morrison,
Chair of Sport and Athlete Development Committee

Officiating Development Committee
I would like to start off by introducing myself for anyone who doesn’t know who I am and what my
background is. My name is Melody Harder and I have been involved in this amazing sport for almost 25
years. I started as a player and when I was old enough I became a coach and official. I wanted to do as
much as I could because I fell in love with the game.
I have played all the way up to open and coached up to the AA caliber. I have focused more on the
officiating side as it is easier to help out more when you don’t have a regular 9am-5pm job. I started
officiating 23 years ago for my local association and really enjoyed the challenges it offered. I also loved
that it taught it me the rules inside and out for my knowledge as a player and coach. I enjoyed all the new
challenges officiating offered me like hard work, dedication, teamwork, conflict resolution and friendship.
I worked hard over the years to become a level 4 official so I could give back to all our new referees for
growth and development. Teaching and mentoring has always been my passion and to give back is truly
wonderful.
I am a Provincial Evaluator for Ringette Canada and a Master Instructor for all officiating clinics. In between
officiating I teach coaching clinics as well. Further development of the sport and the enjoyment of the
members involved is very important to me. This is why I stepped into this position so I can share, teach
and continue to improve the program by working with the Officiating Development Committee.
I am not a boss but one who ensures everything runs smoothly and support is available. I head up the
officiating committee meetings that are held once a month to go over any new business that needs to be
discussed and also to get ideas form them for future plans. Every association has a referee in chief. I am
who they come to if there are any issues or concerns that have arose so they are supported. My position
works close alongside the Ringette BC office so that we are on the same page with policies and procedures.
For Provincials, I send out the invitations and do the scheduling for officials during the event.
This season the Ringette BC Officiating Committee started the season with momentum to build on. The
Committee pushed forward the identification process started in the 2015-2016 season for identifying and
evaluating referees for major events. The process was started in pre-season with a review of the steps
taken in the previous season and how the process can be improved and carried forward. The Officiating
committee was able to benefit from a non-rule change year to focus on small targets. The primary goal
for the 2017 season was to have more level one officials move up to level two rank across the province.
The secondary goal was to continue to develop the referees that were identified last season as potential
candidates for development.
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Over the course of the season the officiating committee with the support of the Provincial Evaluators
team were able to ensure that at every major event there was always one to two evaluators present to
supervise events and to provide feedback to officials. A key factor to the overall success of officiating
development in BC this season was the appointment of a Provincial Referee-In-Chief. By having an
appointed Referee-In-Chief it assisted in giving direction and leadership to the officiating committee and
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community.
The coordinated effort of the Referee evaluator team and the Officiating development committee led to
results. By having a target for the season BC trained 42 brand new officials and 18 officials were trained
at the level 2/3 rank. The coordinated evaluations resulted in one official achieving level 4C rank and four
officials achieved a level 3 rank of either 3C or 3B. The greatest results for BC was in the number of new
level 2 officials. Across the province 10 officials achieved their level 2 ranking. Moving into next season
the officiating committee will be looking to expand the number of Level 3 officials and maintain
momentum in training level 3 officials for major events including BC Winter Games and Provincial
Championships and Western Canadian Ringette Championships.

HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2016-2017:
⌾
⌾
⌾
⌾
⌾

Trained 6 new Regional Evaluators expanding the evaluator team.
Four Officials Invited to the Edmonton Wood Ringette Tournament
Seven referees invited to the Calgary Golden Ring Tournament
One official invited to attend the Guelph AA Ringette Tournament
Two Referees and one Officiating Supervisor invited to Canadian Ringette Championships in
Leduc, Alberta.
⌾ Five officials and one Supervisor attended to the Western Canadian Ringette Championships in
Winnipeg, Manitoba
⌾ BC sent one Shot Clock Operator and one Shot Clock Supervisor to the Canadian Ringette
Championships in Leduc, Alberta
We are moving in the right direction with continued focus for development in the coming season. We
have created an atmosphere for officials to feel open to discussions and asking questions. Self-assessing
their performance has been a key point over the previous season and will continue to be key for further
growth.
Thank you,
Melody Harder,
Provincial Referee-In-Chief
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House Provincials and Tournaments Committee
The House Provincials and Tournaments Committee’s objective for the season was to review all resources
documents related to Provincial Championships in order to begin drafting a Technical Package for and a
new policy document. The purpose of the exercise was to identify and to finalize resources for Provincials Page | 35
and Sanctioned events including tournament rules, shot clock rules, and tournament packages. The end
result
The Technical Package has been drafted. Presently the committee is reviewing the technical package and
policy document to ensure they are comprehensive and complement existing policy. The two new
documents are slated to be used for all 2018 Provincial Championships.
In addition, to the new documents a formal bid application was created and will be used when screening
applications for 2018. The next phase of the Committees review will be the divisions, schedule, and format
of Provincial Championships. The Competition schedule is under review as BC Winter Games comes every
two years impacting U14 and U16 division play. The U14 division is further impacted by Provincial AA
Championships which have been moved to earlier in February to help space out the major events for the
athletes.
The House Provincials and Tournaments Committee is responsible for not only Provincial Championships
but tournaments. The Committee has reviewed the Sanctioned events process and for 2018 has made
recommendations on the process of sanctioning and created resources to assist host tournament
committees with organizing and hosting large scale tournaments.
Yours in Sport
Kim Taschuck,
Director, Liaison to the House Provincials and Tournaments Committee
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SPECIAL REPORTS
Report from Jurisdictions where one year exemptions to policies were permitted:
Double Carding U16 and U19 Athlete in the Northern League
As the Northern League, we were glad to see that the double carding was allowed this year for U16 AA and U19 AA
players. However, it came at a time that was too late. As many league AA tryouts are held early before the season Page | 36
starts and with not being eligible to double card or not knowing players were able to double card resulted in players
not attending the tryouts. With travel distances in the North. Making the trip to Prince George and the costs
involved did effect several from attending. If the decision was in place sooner I do believe that we would have been
able to get a U19 AA team together here in the North. I am hoping that this exemption to double card will be granted
to the North once again and with the early notice we can inform those players that are ready to commit to a higher
level of Ringette in the North.

U14AA players permitted to play on U16 house teams
Ringette BC permitted two policy exceptions for this past season for U14AA players and carefully monitored the
teams’ performance. The first exemption was that U14AA players were permitted to play in the U16 division, but
on teams in their League that had tiered into the A caliber. Later, the exemption was to the policy that required that
AA players who double carded and played on a house team made that team an A caliber team. The exemption
required that the AA player’s history contributed equally to the tiering calculation for their house team. Only a few
teams were impacted by this exemption. The Ringette BC audit of the impact of the decision was that the teams
tiered “A” and progressed to the House Divisions Provincial Championships without any remarkable statistic (goals
for, goals against, penalty minutes, game results). The process did provided additional insight to the argument that
the BC Ringette tiering calculation in the U19 and 18+ divisions is outdated. Ringette BC has received some mixed
feedback about this practice so the matter will be fully examined by the High Performance Committee before
returning a recommendation regarding a permanent policy change

Report Concerning Player Movement Policy.
Sport Canada’s Long Term Athlete Development model has been adopted by Ringette Canada and Ringette BC. It
has been established that Ringette is a late specialization sport, which means that playing at a high level too soon
often results in a lack of progress and player drop out.
Every year minor sports organizations, including Ringette BC Members, are plagued with player movement requests.
Common reasons for these requests include that friends are a year older and moved up, older siblings are on higher
teams, player is very strong and needs to play at a higher level, and it makes the team numbers more even.
This proposed policy, in reflecting the LTAD model, encourages consideration of other factors that are focused on
the athlete such as cognitive development, physical growth, and leadership potential. To move up a player needs
to be truly elite and mature for that age group, not simply a good player compared to their peers. The policy will
also provide clear guidance regarding competition events for U12 aged athletes and especially guidance dissuading
a Provincial Championship event for U12s.
The policy creates a system of measurement to ensure movement is for the right reasons and that no team or division
is disadvantaged. The policy also prevents player movement prior to approval.
To assist Ringette BC to be better informed about the Long Term Athlete Development model and its
recommendations about player movement and player assignment to teams, Ringette BC has engaged Drew
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Mitchell to be the Keynote speaker and workshop facilitator at the 2017 AGM and Conference. The goal of these
sessions is to assist the delegates to provide Ringette BC with a coherent direction with respect to player
movement and team assignment especially in the U12 and U14 divisions and males in Ringette.

Report on the Promotional Activities in Kamloops
March 19, 2017
The following report was provided to Ringette BC by the hosts of the Kamloops initiative, Cathy Spence.
THANK YOU
Hi all and a long overdue thank you for those that helped try to get Kamloops Ringette off the ground fall
2016.
I especially want to thank the coaches, officials, organizers and teams that came to Kamloops December
10th for the mini tournament. Very much appreciated your support and efforts.
Many thanks to Dawn and her endless energy helping with our ‘Come Try Ringette’ sessions and the City
Gym Ringette program, and our junior coaches Beth, Madeline, and Hayley.
Thank you to Tobiah (president of the Shuswap Ringette Association) and members of the TORL
association (Thompson Okanogan Ringette League) for inviting me to their meetings and supporting
Ringette in Kamloops.
Also thank you to Nicole, Sean, and Katie with the City of Kamloops for supporting the initiative and
providing advertising, registration through the city activity guide, and covering the costs of our Mini
Ringette Tournament in December.
And to Kelly at Kamloops This Week for creating and distributing posters to advertise the Fall Kamloops
Ringette events and providing coverage in our local newspaper.
I have had a few people email me over the winter 2017 months asking about Ringette in Kamloops - where
it is at and expressing their interest in helping with this sport in Kamloops.
I put a lot of time and energy into trying to create some interest for this sport in Kamloops this past Fall.
The mini tournament in December was very well organized but we did not attract many spectators. And
the 6 week ‘Introduction to Ringette Program’, through the city, had to be cancelled because we only had
4 registrants. In addition I was very busy with another event after Christmas so I dropped the ball on
Ringette.
I am writing this note to thank you and also provide a summary of the activities carried out re Ringette in
Kamloops this past Fall, so if there are others that want to ‘carry the torch’ they will know what has been
attempted and have some contacts to provide support going forward (including me - I will help again just need a few more locally committed individuals 
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Summary of Activities:
July 2016 - sent an inquire to BC ringette regarding beginning a Ringette League in Kamloops - received a
reply from Tobiah (president of the of the Shuswap Ringette Association)
Met with Tobiah and shared more information with him regarding my idea of a Ringette league in
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Kamloops. Tobiah assured me there would be support from other interior Ringette clubs if I wanted to
proceed with this idea
I attended several TORL meetings.
I emailed Colin at BC ringette explaining my goal was to advertise and to inform the community of
Kamloops about Ringette and see if there were people in Kamloops that already had a Ringette
background and would contact me.
I asked Colin about support from the Province – IE: ‘Come Try’ ice session costs, interior coaches travel to
Kamloops to help with sessions, helmets, swag, general promotion of ‘Come Try Ringette’ sessions in
Kamloops.
Advertised on our Speed Skating Club website ( I am the coach for a Kamloops Speed Skating Club), the
BC Ringette site, in the Kamloops Activity Guide, and the local paper created posters and ads - that there
would be ‘Come Try Ringette Sessions’. These sessions would be Sunday September 18 and 24 from 6 7pm and Thursdays October 6, 13, 20, and 27th from 5:30 - 6pm.
Tobiah gave me some names of people that would help with these sessions - Dawn (from Vernon) and a
family that recently moved to Kamloops from Salmon Arm.
I worked with Sean and Nicole at the city to get the Ringette program as part of the City’s offerings and
so registration and advertising was able to happen through the City activity guide.
In addition CBC radio did a segment as well the local paper (KTW) did a story on the sport of Ringette in
We tried to get more involvement in School District 73 (as Dawn does programs in the schools in Vernon)
We were able to offer a Gym Ringette program on a PD day through city sports camps.
A mini Ringette Tournament was organized and held December 10th at the Sandman Center in Kamloops.
Discussions following this tournament included hosting an information table and Ringette demonstration
at half time at one of the Winter Blazers Games.
An ‘Introduction to Ringette’ was advertised through the City Activity Guide to be run for 6 consecutive
weeks on Thursday evenings from 5:30 - 6pm beginning January 19th - but due to low enrollment it was
cancelled
Summary of Outcomes:
As I already stated- excellent support from the BC Interior Community of Ringette and the Community of
Kamloops - just didn’t get enough interested players.
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Come Try Sessions - had 16 attend our first Sunday session - Dawn brought sticks and rings and posters
and swag and led the session - had three experienced female players attend this first session and stated
they could help with the coaching.
Subsequent sessions less well attended - Hayley consistently came out to coach the sessions and Dawn
provided practice plans
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Gym Ringette - well attended - directed by Dawn and Madeline.
Mini Tournament - Took place December 10th at the Sandman Center with the first game at
9:30am. There was 3, 45 minute games in a mini- round robin tournament between the Shuswap Open
A’s, TORL U 19 AA’s, and TORL U 16AA’s. The games ended at noon. Very well organized by the event
coordinator from Kelowna - Ron Racine.
At this tournament, Dawn arranged to have a ‘shooting cage’ with gun on hand for spectators to try and
arranged the delivery of swag from BC ringette association.
We had very little spectators - perhaps the time of year or the venue were contributing factors - we had
it advertised quite well through local media.
‘Introduction to Ringette’ - cancelled due to low enrollment.
Ringette Demonstration at Blazers Game - not pursued except for securing the contact person and
deliverables needed to carry this out if we wanted to pursue
Dave Chyzowski - director of Sales and Marketing Kamloops Blazers, dchyzowski@blazerhockey.com 778
471 8066
Ringette booth at Boogie the Bridge - suggested as an idea by an interested person - still needs to be
organized - IE what is required - what materials needed
Challenges going forward as I see it:
Securing ice time, Finding interested Ringette players in Kamloops, Organizing a league, Equipment and
costs.
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Ringette BC Financial Statements for 2016-2017 & the Presentation of
the 2017-2018 Budget
Prepared by Colin Ensworth, Janssen Aquilino and Kelly Stanoffsky & Audited by KPMG Vancouver
Introduction:
This is BC Ringette’s budget for 2017-2018. The actual expenditures for 2016-2017 are detailed in the audited
financial statement from KPMG. This document illustrates what was used to plan and create the budget. For the
first time in a number of years, the player fees have increased. RINGETTE BC’s portion of player registration fees is
raised in accordance with the announcement made at the 2016 AGM (1.7%) plus an amount that will raise the per
player fee by an additional $2.50 to be put directly into promotions plus the $1 per player increase from Ringette
Canada. The budget continues to focus on RINGETTE BC’s main programs and membership service areas.

Two Main Assumptions of the Budget:
◎ Government Funding
Government funding is never guaranteed. We find ourselves carefully adjusting the descriptions of the programs
for which we seek funding from the BC Gaming Branch because the Branch has refocussed its priority onto programs
that influence the greatest number of youths. We continue to be well regarded in the Sport sector as an organization
that promotes gender equity in sport and anti-bullying initiatives. Further, we have adjusted the focus of our
support for high performance athletes so that the support is provided to a well-defined program. As a result, the
funding we receive through ViaSport will remain consistent at the present time. The budget is based on the
government funding, core participation and expected gaming as received last year but will need to be revised based
on actual funds once received from gaming.
◎ Player Membership Registration Levels
The budget is based on a player membership base that is consistent with last year’s membership numbers. Ringette
BC has increased the fees for players by 1.7% from 2016. In addition, Ringette Canada has increased their per-player
fee by $1. An additional player fee increase of was agreed to by the League Presidents and this money is to be used
exclusively for marketing and promotions. Ringette BC will contribute an equal amount from its reserve funds for
this promotions initiatives so that the total player fee increase amounts to $3.50. Here is the fee breakdown chart:

BC Ringette Player Fees for
2017/18 Season
Division
Old fee
U7 and U9
81.64
U10 to 18+
102.73
30+ Masters
77.28
Power to Play
20.00

1.7% increase
1.39
1.75
1.31
0.34

Ringette Canada
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Promotions 2017-18 fee
1.11
85.14
0.75
106.23
1.19
80.78
2.16
23.50
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PRIMARY METHODS USED FOR BUDGET DEVELOPMENT
Program Budgets

Please be advised that Ringette BC will notify the Membership by Jan 2, 2018 of any
Per-Player fee increases. Please mark this on your calendar and advise your Treasurer.
1. Sport Administration:
The RINGETTE BC office tries to do its work as cost effectively as possible while still providing good service to
our membership. Administration costs are a combination of all costs related to the administration of the
programs for Coaching, Officiating, Competitions, Athlete Development and Marketing. Staff time is not
allocated to each program area in this budget; instead it is allocated under general administration. The
considerable value and services provided by staff to all programs is found under General Administration. We
are enhancing our level of investment in board/staff education and professional consulting to ensure we are
able to meet the needs of the organization and membership under our new governance structure. We will be
moving back to an Executive Director model in the fall of 2017 so salary may vary depending on negotiated
amounts.

Table 1 Comparative Income Statement (based on actual amount applied for from BC Gaming Branch)
Income

Budget for 2017-2018

Ringette BC Player Registration Fees

271,375.00

General Revenue: all other incomes

131,343.00

Canada Winter Games from Via Sport Grant
BC Gaming Branch Grant
Total Income

14,868.00
135,290.00
(applied for amount)
552,876.00
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2. Running the office, meeting the requirements of the members and Ringette Canada
Expenses
Office Operations
Salaries & Payroll
Employee Benefits
Lease
Storage

Budget for 2017-2018
$ Fiscal Total
130,000.00
9,422.00
23,614.00
936.00

Shipping & Postage

1,600.00

Audit/Accounting Services

6,300.00

Phone, Fax & Internet

8,200.00

Software

1,600.00

Stationary and Supplies

1,600.00

Professional Consulting Services

2,000.00

Member Insurance Program

5,080.00

Parking

3,200.00

Awards

1,500.00

Bank Charges and Interest
Office Lease Renewal

300.00
5,000.00

Meetings & Planning
Annual General Meeting

18,000.00

Ringette BC /Board/Admin
/Committee/Via Sport Meetings

10,650.00

Ringette Canada AGM
Governance (Societies Act)

1,300.00
300.00

Association Management
Ringette Canada Player Fees
Ringette Canada Membership
Sport BC Membership Fee
Website

40,700.00
1,000.00
700.00
2,400.00
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Registration Database

2,450.00

Registrar of Companies

65.00

Resources

3,412.00

Total Expenses

281,329.00
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3. Marketing and Promotions:
Ringette BC and the League Presidents committed to make Promotions a key activity in all the clubs in 2017
and ongoing. A Promotions Operational Committee has had its first meeting. Ideas are being generated and
action plan developed. We look forward to innovative initiatives in the clubs-Associations, Leagues and in the
Province. Promotional activities are expensive so every effort is being made to ensure that the per player fee
increase levied this year, to be coupled with a matching contribution from Ringette BC accounts, will be put to
those activities that are judged to have the greatest potential for early and sustained returns on our
investments, namely more players.
The Come Try Ringette program is the main focus for marketing and promotions because it is both a low cost
recruitment program and a low cost promotions program. Ongoing CTR development by RINGETTE BC at the
league and association level should result in consistent branding of ringette throughout the province.
Association use of the Come Try Ringette program has increased in the last two years. As a result, more
program support and event resources for Come Try Ringette will be provided to associations by RINGETTE BC
throughout the year at no charge.

Table 2 – Marketing and Promotions Expenses
Expenses

Actuals 2016-17

Budget for 2017-2018

Line Item
Promotional Materials

$ Fiscal Total
11,370.00

15,915.00

Initiatives and Projects

3,727.00

6,100.00

Come Try Ringette Resources

9,490.00

874.00

0.00

30,000.00

8,579.00

3000.00

33,166.00

55,889.00

40th Anniversary
Come Try Ringette Set up

Total Expenses

Budget Risk (Marketing & Promotions)
The income for marketing and promotions is exposed to the same risks mentioned earlier because it relies completely on
player membership fee income and gaming grant funding.
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4. Coaching Development
Coaching is a big part of our sport and we invest heavily in training and assisting coaches. A major project in
this budget is the development of RINGETTE BC clinic Learning Facilitators to increase our ability to develop
coaches in each league. With more Learning Facilitators we are able to run clinics in each region and at less
cost because less Learning Facilitator travel is needed. This budget is based on providing low clinic registration
fees to participants using the assumption of receiving funding from gaming to support this program area. If
the gaming grants are not received, clinic registration fees will need to be increased to adjust for any shortfall
from gaming.

Table 3 – Coach Development Expenses
Expenses

Budget for 2017-2018

Line Item

$ Fiscal Total

Evaluations

4,500.00

Ringette Canada Reg. Fees

2,100.00

Coach Developer Training

3,700.00

Coach Developer Travel

1,200.00

CSI clinics

5,500.00

CI clinics

8,000.00

Comp Dev. Clinics

3,100.00

Facilitator Clinics
Resource Purchases
Administration (Coaching)
Special Initiatives
Total Expenses

425.00
1,500.00
35.00
0.00
30,060.00

Budget Risk (Coaching Development)
Income is exposed to the same risks mentioned earlier because it relies completely on player membership fee income and
gaming grant funding.
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5. Officiating Development:
The development of officials is an important part of our sport not only for general development but ensuring
safety. Clinics are used to train new officials and we will be providing additional travel grant support so
officials are encouraged to attend tournaments where they receive evaluations to improve their skills.
Alternative funding for officiating is not approved until later in the year. This budget is based on providing low
clinic registration fees to participants using the assumption of receiving funding from gaming to support this
program area. If the gaming grants are not received, clinic registration fees will need to be increased to adjust
for any shortfall from gaming.

Table 4 – Officiating Development Income and Expenses
Expenses

Budget for 2017-2018

Refresh Clinics

3,750.00

Level 1 Clinics

2,500.00

Level 2/3 Clinics

0.00

Evaluator Clinics

0.00

Level 4 Clinic

2,500.00

Resource Purchases

3,400.00

Travel (Officiating)

3,000.00

Instructor Training

1,950.00

RC Registration Fees
Total Expenses

950.00
18,050.00

Budget Risk (Officiating Development)
Income is exposed to the same risks mentioned earlier because it relies completely on player membership fee income and
gaming grant funding. The 2017-18 season will have higher expenses related to Officiating Development because there
are significant rule changes being introduced and every referee will need to be trained.
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6. Sport and Athlete Development:
Running Skill Development Camps that are accessible to all Ringette players has been the focus of this program in
recent years. Athlete development includes the funds provided by Ringette BC & Via Sport for the identification and
training of athletes who are in the first of the LTAD stages that embrace their skill development in the sport of Page | 46
Ringette. As the Ringette BC program matures, this program will embrace an increasing number of players as the
current cohort of U14’s graduate through the older age divisions.

Table 5 – Sport & Athlete Development Income and Expenses
Expenses
Athlete Development
Gym Ringette-Equipment purchase

Budget for 2017-2018
48,000.00
680.00

Gym Ringette-Train the Trainers

3,300.00

Gym Ringette- Nelson BC Initiative

1,800.00

Total Expenses

53,780.00

Budget Risk (Sport & Athlete Development)
Income is exposed to the same risks mentioned earlier because it relies completely on player membership fee income and
gaming grant funding.

6. Youth Competitions:
This is one of largest pieces of the Ringette BC budget. It includes all levels of the sport from Provincial House
Championships and the Western Canadian Championships through to the Canadian Ringette Championships.
Provincial Championship (A & B). These budget numbers are based on last year’s data. In 2016, we began the
steps to building the Canada Winter Games 2019 Program. This includes volunteer coaching selections, volunteer
team staffing, team staff training and player skill development camps.
The 2017/18 Budget reflects the expectations and direction that have been given to us by the BC Gaming Branch.
These expectations outline that Gaming funds are to be allocated to the greatest community benefit. Gaming has
appointed a Community Liaison Officer who has been very helpful to Ringette BC. The liaison officer has helped us to
adjust our program to meet the guidelines. Gaming funds will now be used for operational costs that have the
greatest community benefit for our players to play the game.

(See “Youth Competitions Budget” next page)

RINGETTE BC
420-789 West Pender St,
Vancouver, BC V2C 1H2
Table 6 – Youth Competitions Income and Expenses
Expenses

Budget for 2017-2018

BC Provincial House Championships
Medals & Fair Play Awards

8,550.00

Banners

550.00

Officials travel

6,500.00

Team Entry Fees

0.00

Administration (Provincials)

1,800.00

Participation Grants to Remote teams

1,500.00

Ice Arena Fees

10,000.00

Total Expenses

28,900.00

BC AA Championships
Provincial AA Admin

2,500.00

Travel (Officials)

2,600.00

Host Fees

6,000.00

LA - Total Expenses

11,100.00

Nationals, Westerns, CWG, TEAM BC
CRC Officials' travel

2,200.00

CRC Team Grant - Team Entry Fees

8,400.00

CRC Program Equipment

11,600.00

CRC Set up Ice Arena fees

6,400.00

CWG

0.00

WCRC - Set up-Ice Arena Fees

7,500.00

WCRC Official Travel

3,200.00

WCRC - Team Entry Fees (Westerns)

4,000.00

WCRC - Travel (Westerns)

8,600.00

WCRC - Program Equipment

7,000.00

TEAM BC Total Expenses

58,900.00

Budget Risk (Youth Competitions)
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Income is exposed to the same risks mentioned earlier because it relies completely on player membership fee income and
gaming grant funding.

Conclusion
Ringette BC has proposed a very forward thinking budget. We believe that there are aspects of the budget that can
be pared back should gaming income expectations not be realized. However, the Board remains committed to ensure
that the Promotions and Marketing budget remain as robust as outlined and every effort will be made to use those
funds to realize positive returns this season and building forward with player retention programs and new player
initiatives.
We have allowed only an amount for office renovations rather than a move although the work underway to inform
the committee may require that the Board revisit this aspect should a move be required.
If realized, the budget has as a tenant of its programs that there will be volunteers to organize and run the programs.
The Ringette BC Board is confident that the new class of members will join with the Society and enthusiastically
embrace every aspect that will grow the sport and have us cheering even more loudly that Ringette is truly a New
Level of Sport.
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